18th June 2020-06-18

To Whom it May Concern;
I wish to express my support for the submission by Hanson in relation to the expansion of their Brandy Hill Operations in
regards to being a local business for over 30 years and have observed keenly the growth of the region in its domestic
and industrial status.
I personally reside on the Central Coast but have enjoyed a career of managing businesses in the Hunter region for the
past 14 years over which time I have observed a huge growth in the infrastructure, industrial and housing developments
within the region, obviously of which require construction materials. This would exhibit to me the need for such
operations such as the Brandy Hill Quarry as a much needed resource to supply such materials, and having these
resources in a vicinity of their required end use, is an exceptional cost saving to all the end users being of the likes such
as Local Shire Council, Concrete and Bitumen Plants and/or the General Public.
As a business closely associated with the quarry industry employing 10 people of the majority being local residents we
are also extremely aware of the need for local employment opportunities and the need for major quarry resources
assists us to employ a workforce of this stature. I am confident that such an operation as Brandy Hill would require a
reasonable size workforce of whom they would favour local residents so again this is a huge plus for the region and
there is also a huge requirement for specialised contractor services at these operations of which the hunter region is
renowned for.
As I have stated above we as a business and myself give full support to this development and have the greatest
confidence that Hanson can carry this type of operation far into the future with the greatest care and responsibility for
the environment, community and respect for the region.
Yours Sincerely
Peter Andrews
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